Mathematician Ian Stewart discusses the concept of symmetry, which is at the heart of relativity theory, quantum mechanics, string theory and much of modern cosmology. Stewart provides a historical view by introducing us to important people in science and mathematics. He also delves into the numerology world of real mathematics, where particular numbers have unique and unpredictable properties related to symmetry. Finally, Stewart goes beyond superstrings, to the "octonionic" symmetries that may explain the very existence of the universe. Renowned theoretical physicist Lee Smolin argues that physics-the basis for all other science-has lost its way. The problem is string theory, an ambitious attempt to formulate a theory of everything that explains all the forces and particles of nature and how the universe came to be. Smolin believes that physicists are making the mistake of searching for a theory that is "beautiful" and "elegant" instead of one that's actually backed up by experiments. He encourages physicists to investigate new alternatives and highlights several young theorists whose work he finds promising.
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Why Beauty Is Truth: A History of Symmetry
Mathematician Ian Stewart discusses the concept of symmetry, which is at the heart of relativity theory, quantum mechanics, string theory and much of modern cosmology. Stewart provides a historical view by introducing us to important people in science and mathematics. He also delves into the numerology world of real mathematics, where particular numbers have unique and unpredictable properties related to symmetry. Finally, Stewart goes beyond superstrings, to the "octonionic" symmetries that may explain the very existence of the universe.
Contents:
• The Scribes of Babylon Renowned theoretical physicist Lee Smolin argues that physics-the basis for all other science-has lost its way. The problem is string theory, an ambitious attempt to formulate a theory of everything that explains all the forces and particles of nature and how the universe came to be. Smolin believes that physicists are making the mistake of searching for a theory that is "beautiful" and "elegant" instead of one that's actually backed up by experiments. He encourages physicists to investigate new alternatives and highlights several young theorists whose work he finds promising.
• Written by a Nobel Prize-winning physicist, this book proposes a change in thinking on the fundamental laws of physics. The author argues that instead of looking for ultimate theories, we should consider the world of emergent properties, such as crystal hardness and shape, that result from the organization of large numbers of atoms.
• Frontier Law Starting from basic electrodynamics, this book provides an introduction to theoretical optics, containing topics such as nonlinear optics, light-matter interaction and modern topics in quantum optics, including entangle ment, cryptography and quantum computation. The periodic table lies at the core of chemistry and embodies the most fundamental principles of the field. This book begins with an overview of the significance of the periodic table and of the elements and then discusses early developments that led to the classification of the elements, including the work of important scientists along the way. Scerri considers the impact of physics, including the discoveries of radioactivity and isotopy and successive theories of the electron. He discusses the response to the new physical theories by chemists, and evaluates the extent to which modern quantum mechanics explains the periodic system.
• Introduction 
